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After the rapid growth in the use of CoCrMo metal-on-metal hip replacements since the second
generation was introduced circa 1990, metal-on-metal hip replacements have experienced a sharp
decline in the last two years due to biocompatibility issues related to wear and corrosion products.
Despite some excellent clinical results, the release of wear and corrosion debris and the adverse
response of local tissues have been of great concern. There are many unknowns regarding how
CoCrMo metal bearings interact with the human body. This perspective article is intended to outline
some recent progresses in understanding wear and corrosion of metal-on-metal hip replacement both
in vivo and in vitro. The materials, mechanical deformation, corrosion, wear-assisted corrosion, and wear
products will be discussed. Possible adverse health eﬀects caused by wear products will be briefly
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addressed, as well as some of the many open questions such as the detailed chemistry of corrosion,
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high performance materials and lubricants for automobiles; humans are at least as important. It is

tribochemical reactions and the formation of graphitic layers. Nowadays we design almost routinely for
worth remembering that a hip implant is often the diﬀerence between walking and leading a relatively
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normal life, and a wheelchair.

1. Background
Prosthetic implantation is one of the most successful treatments
for patients with severe arthritis or rheumatism. As of 2003,
more than 200 000 total hip replacement operations were
performed annually in the US, and this number is expected to
reach 572 000 by 2030.1 The bearing surfaces of current artificial
hip replacements on the market are usually made out of ultrahigh-molecular-weight polyethylene (UHMWPE), cobalt–
chromium–molybdenum (CoCrMo) alloys, ceramics (alumina)
or ceramicized metals (e.g. oxygen diﬀusion-hardened ZrNb
alloys). Of these types of devices, metal-on-polyethylene (MoP)
prevails in the primary total hip replacement market, which
consists of a CoCrMo femoral ball and a UHMWPE cup. MoP has
shown overall good clinical results with relatively low wear rate
and long term survivorship. However, MoP device generates
polyethylene wear particles which have been proven to cause
osteolysis, i.e. periprosthetic bone loss.2 When a hip replacement
fails, due to subsequent loosening, revision surgery may need to
be performed, which causes substantial morbidity risk for the
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patient and, on a population basis, imposing a large burden on
the health care system.
In the 1990s with the introduction of a second generation of
devices, metal-on-metal (MoM) bearings have attracted great
interest as an alternative to MoP because of their excellent
mechanical properties and corrosion resistance.3 Some MoM
devices have functioned well in vivo for more than twenty
years,4 and the wear rate in vivo was only several microns per
year, a number much lower than MoP.5–7 About 35% of the hip
replacements in the US were MoM bearings at the height of
their popularity in the mid 2000’s.8 MoM hip implants, however, are not immune to wear debris and biocompatibility
issues. The wear debris generated by MoM devices ranges from
particles tens of nanometers to submicron in size. Thus,
despite a low wear rate, the number of wear particles is
substantial. Mounting evidence has shown that wear debris
and metal ions disseminate to both the surrounding tissue and
bone as well as remote locations in the body, potentially
causing adverse health eﬀects.9,10 During revision surgeries or
postmortem examination, discolored tissue is frequently
observed around CoCrMo implants; some patients feel unexplained pain that may be associated with the tissue damage
caused by MoM hip replacement wear. Concerned with the
possible adverse health eﬀects of wear particles, the regulatory
agencies of the UK (MHRA) and US (FDA) issued alerts for all
MoM hip replacement in 2010 and 2011, respectively. The use
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of MoM for primary hip replacement surgery has dropped
remarkably since then, although there remain a large number
of people who still have these implants in situ. In most cases,
these implants are still functioning well. Because these devices
have the potential to be an eﬀective and durable treatment for
end stage arthritis of the hip, and because there are currently a
large number of patients with these devices in situ, a better
understanding of how the metallic nanoparticles are generated
and their influence is important.
The wear process of material removal at the sliding interface
of MoM hip replacements has been investigated extensively
through in vivo and in vitro simulator tests. Due to the complex
nature of materials degradation processes involving simultaneous mechanical and chemical reactions, how the materials
are released from the articulating surface to the human body is
still not fully clear. A few models11 have been developed to
elucidate wear and corrosion processes in the biological
environment, most of which are at the submicron to millimeter
scale as against atomistic and are based on classic contact
mechanics. The interplay of mechanical and chemical reactions
makes this a truly multidisciplinary problem that needs investigation beyond the traditional boundaries; for instance, the
metallurgy of the implant couples with the biochemical
processes taking place within the patient to produce ion to
nanometer size wear debris.
With the emergence of state-of-the-art testing and characterization techniques, the study of wear and wear products at the
nanometer scale has made great progress over the past decade.
These techniques provide new insights into the wear process
that take place in the material within hundreds of nanometers
of the surface. The aim of this perspective is to address recent
progress in the understanding of the tribological behaviors of
MoM hip replacements both in vitro and in vivo, particularly
improvements in our understanding of nanoscale wear. The
materials, wear, corrosion, debris, and their possible adverse
health eﬀects will be discussed, as well as some of the many
open questions which merit further study.

bearings are subject to a higher wear rate in the ‘bedding-in’
stage, whilst the diﬀerence between high carbon and low-carbon
alloys is insignificant during the steady wear stage.15
Although the metallurgy for CoCrMo alloys with carbon has
been studied for a long time, there is no complete phase
diagram, partly due to the complex phases present in this
system. Diﬀerent carbide species, such as M23C6, and M6C
can be formed depending on the heat treatment history.13 In
general, the wrought alloy has uniform, small grains of few
microns in size and B1 mm large carbide precipitates throughout the matrix. Select area electron diﬀraction and energy
dispersive spectrum (EDS) results showed that the carbides
are composed of single phase M23C6 structure, with a chemical
composition of Co14Cr72Mo14 (in wt%).16 Cast alloys, on the
other hand, contain blocky ‘carbides’ of B50 mm in size. It was
reported13 that solution-annealed cast alloy at 1230 1C for
0.25 h results in a transition from interdendritic M23C6
carbides to M6C carbides. With longer time annealing at
1225 1C for 24–48 h, the M23C6 carbides may completely
dissolve into the matrix.17
In a recent study,16 it was shown that the blocky ‘carbide’ in
as-cast alloys is a mixture of a large number of fine phases as
opposed to a single phase. Fig. 1a shows a transmission
electron microscope (TEM) bright-field micrograph of the carbide
prepared using focused ion beam (FIB). The chemical compositions of the nano-phases are either chromium rich or cobalt/
molybdenum rich; see Table 1. Electron diﬀraction showed that
these grains are a mix of M23C6 structure, fcc phase, and
Co9Mo15 s phase.18
The origin of the mixed hard phases was studied through
cooling rate experiments, in which wrought alloy specimens
were remelted and subsequently cooled to room temperature at
diﬀerent cooling rates.16 For the specimens cooled at 50 1C s1,

2. Materials
CoCrMo alloys are used for medical implants owing to their
excellent wear and corrosion resistance. The CoCrMo alloys are
composed of 58.9–69.5% Co, 27.0–30% Cr, 5.0–7.0% Mo, and
small amount of other elements (Mn, Si, Ni, Fe and C),
complying with the ASTM standards of F-75 or F-1537 for cast
alloys and wrought alloys, respectively. The CoCrMo matrix is
an hcp phase at equilibrium. Due to the sluggish phase
transformation, the matrix of both the as-cast and wrought
states is mostly the meta-stable fcc phase.12 Based on their
carbon contents, CoCrMo alloys are grouped into two categories,
i.e. high-carbon alloy with 0.05–0.35 wt% carbon, and low-carbon
alloys with carbon concentration o0.05 wt%. A number of
carbide hard phases are present in high-carbon alloys.13 It is
generally agreed that high-carbide alloys are superior to the
low-carbon ones in terms of wear-resistance owing to the
strengthening eﬀects of the carbides.14 For instance, low carbon
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Fig. 1 (a) Bright-field TEM micrograph of a blocky ‘carbide’ consisting of mixed
fine structures. The elements are mapped in (b) for Cr, (c) for Co and (d) for Mo
using EDS in a TEM. The chemical composition of regions 1–4 are listed in Table 1
(from ref. 16).
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Table 1 Chemical composition of the four regions marked in Fig. 1. The standard
deviation is listed in the brackets (from ref. 16)

Wt%

Cr

Co

Mo

1

57.14
(0.54)
62.57
(0.59)
22.11
(0.38)
22.27
(0.54)

28.62
(0.48)
30.53
(0.53)
75.05
(0.79)
43.74
(0.85)

14.24
(0.77)
6.90
(0.59)
2.85
(0.45)
33.99
(1.65)

2
3
4

single-phase carbides identical to the carbide in wrought alloy
were formed. In comparison, slow cooling rate of 0.2 1C s1
generated the mixed hard phases. It is postulated that the
mixed hard phases are more thermal-dynamically stable, and
that the meta-stable single phase M23C6 carbide is kinetically
favorable during fast cooling from the melt.
Carbides are generally strength enhancers due to their
remarkable hardness. Fig. 2 shows nanoindentation results
for the mixed hard phases and single phase carbide. The
nanohardness of the mixed hard phases is B13 GPa, whilst
the single phase M23C6 carbide is twice as hard (B28 GPa).
While the single phase carbides in wrought alloys usually
exhibit little sign of fracture, cracks have been frequently
observed within the mixed hard phases in retrieved hip replacements.16 The variations in the carbide microstructure, chemical

Fig. 2 AFM micrographs (20 mm  20 mm) of carbides in (a) cast alloy and
(b) wrought alloy after nanoindentation tests. The corresponding
force-displacement curves are showed in (c). Less plastic deformation was
produced in the wrought alloy carbide (from ref. 16).
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composition, and nanohardness are directly associated with
the wear performance.

3. Nanoscale wear
Wear of hip replacements is a multifactorial process involving
the materials’ intrinsic properties such as yield strength, hardness,
ductility, fracture toughness, as well as the extrinsic properties,
such as load and environment. Smith, Dowson and Goldsmith
found that in the presence of pseudo synovial fluid the lubrication of metal hip replacements is sensitive to femoral head
size.19 Bearings of 28 mm diameter or less operate in boundary
lubrication or mixed film lubrication regime.19–21 With increasing femoral size to 36 mm, the lubrication can shift towards full
fluid film lubrication regime where surface separate can take
place during a walking cycle.19,20,22 The average pressure for a
hip replacement in vivo is B50 MPa,11 which is smaller than
the yield strength. The wear processes in vivo are diﬃcult to
evaluate, and are influenced by the activity level of patients.
Many tests have been performed using in vitro hip simulators to
mimic the wear process in the human body, which agree well
with in vivo results.23–25
Retrieved hip replacements as well as specimens after
in vitro tests are commonly subject to surface morphology
measurements in order to probe the deformation mechanisms.
Cross-section TEM examination has been employed to analyze
the plastic deformation in the articulating surface. It is
frequently observed that a layer of nanocrystalline material
with grains tens of nanometer in size is formed underneath
the contacting surface after sliding.26 Büscher and Fischer27
examined the cross-section surface of retrieved low-carbon
CoCrMo hip replacement, as well as pin-on-disc test with a
maximum Hertzian contact pressure of B370 MPa. Fig. 3
shows a TEM bright-field micrograph of the surface, in which
fine granular crystals of B50 nm in size are present in the
materials within B1 mm from the surface. For comparison, the
grain size of intact materials is B600 mm for as-cast alloy and
37 mm for forged alloys. The surface of materials subject to

Fig. 3 Nanocrystallites are formed at the surface of retrieved CoCrMo hip
replacement (from ref. 27).
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heavy plastic deformation induced by shear stresses can be
dynamically recrystallized leading to ultra-fine grains or nanocrystals.27 The authors suggested that the nanograins may
rotate during sliding, a process referred to as ‘mechanical mixing’,
and bring carbon on the surface into the surface materials, which
can be detected using electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS).
Dislocation cross-slip, on the other hand, is suppressed due to the
low stacking fault energy of the fcc matrix. It is worth noting that
similar nano-grains can also be generated in alumina ceramic hip
replacement.28 It is still unclear exactly how the nano-grains are
produced or rotate under shear stresses. Recent progresses on
imaging and nano-manipulation in a TEM has made direct
observation possible. While the tribology problems are observable
in traditional investigation at the macroscopic scale, the fundamental wear mechanisms of slicing single asperity at the nanometer scale remains to be understood. Materials behave very
diﬀerently when the size shrinks to the nanoscale. For instance,
gold appears to deform almost like a liquid29 which has been
suggested is due to the high surface diﬀusion rate.
In addition to elastic/plastic deformation, it is interesting
that sliding of counter surfaces can also stimulate mechanochemical reactions. A few fundamental studies have shown that
chemical states of the sliding surface are altered. For instance,
carbon will undergo an sp3-to-sp2 transition under sliding
conditions.30 Merkle et al. examined the EELS spectrum of
near frictionless carbon film during in situ sliding in TEM, and
found increased sp2 carbon after 250 passes. Pastewka et al.31
reported sp3-to-sp2 transition in diamond grinding. Based on
their molecular dynamics simulations, dry sliding of diamond
counterparts dissociates the carbon sp3 crystal bond leading to
disordered sp2 bonds, creating an amorphous carbon layer on
the surface. The amorphous layer is subsequently removed
mechanically due to its lower hardness, or etched away by
ambient oxygen or perhaps water (the water–gas shift reaction).
Li et al.32 compared sliding of silica AFM tip on diﬀerent
substrates, and observed time-dependent friction strength for
silica–silica contacts, which is caused by forming hydrogen or
siloxane bonds.
While mechano-chemical reactions have not been reported
for MoM hip replacements, wear induced chemical reaction
between the metal and protein-rich biological fluid would not
be surprising. In simulation tests, the proteins in the media
significantly reduce the friction, as the sliding in serum has
lower friction coeﬃcient compared to NaCl aqueous solution.
Proteins carry negative net charge and can be absorbed to the
metal surfaces serving as solid lubricants.33 In addition, a layer
tribological film is widely observed to be formed on CoCrMo
and other metal surfaces.34 A detailed understanding of the
reaction pathways, activation energies and other aspects of the
physical chemistry taking place is an area of MoM implant
research where much work could be done.

4. Tribocorrosion
Examination of hip replacements after in vitro and in vivo use
showed a notable degree of corrosion for CoCrMo and titanium
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alloys at both articulating surface and the taper at the neck of
modular total hip replacement.35–37 Metallic materials can be
removed from the surface in the form of metal ions or oxides
via chemical and electrochemical reactions in corrosive
environment. In general, metals are oxidized to their salt
through anodic reactions, i.e. M - Mn+ + ne, driven by
thermodynamic forces to lower the free energy. In order for
corrosion to occur, the electrons need to be consumed by
cathodic reactions with hydrogen, oxygen and water. At thermodynamic equilibrium, the rate of metal oxidation is balanced by
cathodic reactions. As a result, metal ions with positive charges
are released into solution, while the electrons are left inside
the metal, forming an electric double layer with a potential
diﬀerence across the metal surface. This potential is a
characteristic property associated only with the material. The
potentials of some metals and compounds related to CoCrMo
hip replacement are listed in Table 2; the metals with more
negative potential are more reactive to corrosion. As evident
from the table, the potentials of Co, Cr, Ti, and Fe are negative,
indicating they are all reactive in aqueous solutions even in
absence of an applied potential.
Due to the high reactivity, Co and Cr are oxidized rapidly at
the surface, forming an oxide layer, such as Cr2O3.38,39 The
oxide layer physically blocks the contact between the solution
and metal, a process known as passivation, which reduces
corrosion. The orthopedic metals are artificially over-passivated
with an electric bias; this builds up a protective oxide film
before implantation to prevent severe corrosion. During service,
the passive film can be removed by abrasion or fracture in
fretting wear, exposing unoxidized metal to the solution. New
passive film can be reformed during corrosion and serve as a
barrier to further corrosion. The passivation and repassivation
processes play an essential role in improving the lifetime of hip
replacement, as passivation is necessary to improve corrosion
resistance.
Table 2 Electrochemical series for selected metals and compounds93

Reaction

Potential (V)

Au + 3e 2 Au
Ag+ + e 2 Ag
SiO2 + 4H+ + 4e 2 Si + 2H2O
O2 + 2H2O + 4e 2 4 OH
2H+ + 2e 2 H2
2H2O + 2e 2 H2 + 2OH
Ti(OH)3+ + H+ + e 2 Ti3+ + H2O
Ti2+ + 2e 2 Ti
TiO2 + 4H+ + 2e 2 Ti2+ + 2H2O
Fe2+ + 2e 2 Fe
Fe3+ + 3e 2 Fe
Cr2+ + 2e 2 Cr
Cr3+ + 3e 2 Cr
Cr(OH)3 + 3e 2 Cr + 3OH
Co2+ + 2e 2 Co
Co(OH)2 + 2e 2 Co + 2OH
Mo3+ + 3e 2 Mo
MoO2 + 4H+ + 4e 2 Mo + 4H2O
MoO3 + 6H+ + 6e 2 Mo + 3H2O
Al3+ + 3e 2 Al
Ca2+ + 2e 2 Ca
Mg2+ + 2e 2 Mg
3+



1.498
0.7996
0.857
0.401
0.0000
0.8277
0.055
1.630
1.789
0.447
0.037
0.913
0.744
1.48
0.28
0.73
0.200
0.152
0.075
1.662
2.868
2.372
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Fig. 4 Schematic of a tribocorrosion system (from ref. 42).

The materials degradation processes are significantly
altered when the mechanical (e.g. friction, fatigue) reactions
and corrosion are coupled. It is generally agreed that a corrosive
environment accelerates the wear, and that chemical reactions
are stimulated by the presence of friction and wear.40 The
underlying reasons for the correlations between wear and
corrosion as well as the detailed chemical processes are not
fully understood. For instance, what are the relative roles of
local pressure enhancements near a sliding tip on reactivity
versus the temporary removal of protective chemisorbed species
at a surface to leave more reactive and perhaps catalytically
active metal surfaces in these processes? In the past decade, the
interest in materials degradation in tribology systems with
simultaneous mechanical and chemical reactions, i.e. tribocorrosion,41 has seen an expansion. Fig. 4 shows a schematic of
a pin-on-ball tribocorrosion test system,42 which includes an
electro-chemical testing apparatus and a conventional pin-onball wear system. The potential and current dissipating at the
articulating surface are monitored in real time during the
rubbing between the pin the disk. A number of electrochemical
tests, such as open circuit potential (OCP) measurement,
potentiodynamic (PD) measurement, and electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements, can be performed
under controlled sliding condition,43 and agree well with the
mathematical model by Papageorgiou and Mischler.44
In general, the total materials loss (T) in a tribocorrosion
system can be described by the following equation,41,45
T=W+C+S
where W represents the wear in absence of corrosion, C represents
the corrosion in absence of wear, and S is the interplay of the two
components. W can be determined by measuring the materials
under a negative penitential, i.e. cathodic protection, to eliminate
corrosion; whilst C can be determined by measuring the corrosion
rate for static system. Yan et al.45 compared the wear volume of
CoCrMo alloys under tribocorrosion tests and wear under cathodic
protection. About 22% to 55% materials loss was attributed to
corrosion-related reactions, see Fig. 5. The authors suggested that
the tribocorrosion is subject to competing passivation and
re-passivation processes. Firstly, the wear track is passivated
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Fig. 5 Fraction of volume loss for high-carbon CoCrMo in 50% serum, DMEM,
and 0.3% NaCl. The corrosion related volume loss is 22%–50% (from ref. 45).

progressively by Cr oxide or an organo-composite formed electrochemically. Secondly, the passive layer is removed by mechanical
delamination. Post ex facto SEM observation showed that smooth
grooves are predominant in the wear test with cathodic protection;
in contrast, pitting and adhesive wear are responsible in the wear
with no cathodic protection. This indicates that cathodic potential
suppressed the delamination of passive layer. It is worth noting
that high-carbon CoCrMo alloys is less sensitive to the interplay of
tribocorrosion compared to low-carbon CoCrMo and 316 stainless
steels.45
Mathew et al.46 studied the tribocorrosion behavior of lowcarbon CoCrMo alloys in both phosphate buﬀered solution
(PBS) and bovine calf serum (BCS). The currents and friction
coeﬃcients are plotted in Fig. 6;46 in which Fig. 6a corresponds
to the ball-on-plate test in PBS under an applied pressure of
372 MPa, whilst Fig. 6b corresponds to the pin-on-ball test in
BCS under an applied pressure of 752 MPa. In both systems,
the currents abruptly rise to higher values when sliding started,
which is attributed to the depassivation process. Due to rapid
passivation, the currents immediately dropped back to values
comparable to the initial ones when the sliding stopped. The
passivation and repassivation led to an oscillation of the
current and friction coeﬃcients; the periodicity follows the
cyclic motion.46 The sample weight loss reached its maximum
at an applied pressure of 597 MPa for the test in serum, while
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Fig. 6 Current and friction coeﬃcient during tribocorrosion tests. (a) Ball-on-flat test in PBS under 373 MPa. (b) Pin-on-ball test in BCS under 752 MPa (from ref. 46).

for the test in PBS it increased monotonically, indicating the
tribocorrosion is highly dependent on the media. In a recent
study by Igual Muñoz and Mischler,47 it is reported that highcarbon alloys showed more wear than low-carbon alloys in the
NaCl and PBS with albumin solution due to diﬀerent third body
behavior.
It is worth noting that proteins may accelerate the corrosion
by 20–60 fold under sliding contact.48 As a result, despite the
better lubrication, the total material loss in serum is increased
compared to NaCl aqueous solutions.48

5. Wear debris
It has been known that MoP hip prostheses produce polyethylene
debris that has diﬀerent biological eﬀects than MoM metal
debris. Polyethylene debris, due to its particle characteristics,
i.e. size, shape and chemistry, causes cellular responses in the
periprosthetic environment that lead to periprosthetic osteoclastic bone resorption (osteolysis). The polyethylene particles
initiate an inflammatory cascade in macrophages and other cells,
which loosens the implant. Loosening is commonly associated
with pain and can necessitate revision surgery. MoM debris
particles, on the other hand, tend to be smaller than polyethylene
wear particles. The metal ions and nanoparticles can be easily
transported throughout the lymphatic system. Metal wear particles tend to illicit a lymphocyte-dominated inflammatory
response similar to polyethylene, however, triggering a cellmediated immune response.2 MoM hip prostheses’ dissemination of metal particles and ions and the related adverse tissue
reactions have become a concern over the last several years.
Discolored and sometimes necrotic tissues are frequently
observed near the hip replacements in revision operations; these
tissues are believed to be aﬀected by wear and/or corrosion
products. There have been relatively few reports on MoM bearings wear particle characterization, due partly to the diﬃculties of
collecting nanoparticles. Several protocols for isolating metal
debris from periprosthetic tissues or serum for simulator tests
were developed which use acid, base or enzymes. Of these
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techniques, the enzymatic digestion protocol prevails, as this
process causes less damage to metal particles. Enzymatic removal
of organic components usually utilizes the enzymes proteinase K
and papain; the washing and incubation procedures have been
described in details in ref. 15,49–52.
Fig. 7 shows a Z-contrast micrograph of macrophage cells
from a joint capsule tissue. Metallic particles, seen with bright
contrast, were present inside the cells. The sizes of the particles
are 50–150 nm. Doorn et al.50 examined the nanoparticles
generated by MoM total hip replacement in periprosthetic
tissue from 13 patients with in vivo time ranging from 7 months
to 25 years. Nanocrystalline particles were found ranging from
6 to 744 nm in diameter with an average of 42 nm and
exhibiting round to oval geometries. The chemical composition
of the nanoparticles measured using EDS are, in general,
similar to the original alloy, which is a mix of Co, Cr, and Mo
elements. In addition, amorphous nanoparticles composed of
Cr and O with little to no Co and Mo were also observed.

Fig. 7 Z-contrast micrograph of joint capsule tissue retrieved from a patient with
MoM hip replacement. Metallic particles with bright contrast are present inside
the cells.

Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2013, 15, 746--756
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Although the total wear volume is low, hip replacements in vivo
create a great number of particles as the particle size is small. It
was calculated that B6.7  1012 to 2.5  1014 wear particles
were produced annually.50 In contrast to the less mobile, large
polyethylene wear debris, metal particles find their way
throughout the entire body by dissolving in joint fluids.50
Urban et al.10 examined 29 postmortem specimens as well as
two biopsy specimens from living patents with hip replacements, and found that metal particles disseminated to liver,
spleen and abdominal lymph nodes for the patients with failed
hip replacements. The concentration of particles, however, was
relatively low and the adverse eﬀects were insignificant. Doorn
et al.50 suggested that metal wear debris can be dissolved via
corrosion in joint fluid and excreted through blood and/
or urine.
Similar results were obtained in simulator and pin-on-disc
tests in bovine calf serum. The hip simulator tests performed by
Firkins et al.15 generated B4  1012 particles per million cycles,
which is in good agreement with in vivo estimations.50 The
particles were observed to be 25–36 nm in size using TEM,
which are comparable to those generated in vivo. The number
of wear particles generated by MoM is B100 times higher than
MoP hip replacements. Recently, Pourzal et al.51 investigated
the wear products of high-carbon wrought alloys after both
reciprocating sliding and hip simulator tests. Three types of
wear debris were identified using energy-filtered TEM, see
Fig. 8. Type I particles were composed of oxygen, chromium
and a little cobalt; while type II nanoparticles were only
chromium and oxygen. Note the absence of Mo, which is
perhaps due to the high solubility of many molybdates such
as the sodium salt. Both type I and type II nanoparticles were
30–80 nm in size, exhibiting irregular shapes. Type III nanoparticles, on the other hand, were Cr2O3 crystals less than
15 nm in size.51 Interestingly, Firkins et al.15 and Catelas
et al.53 reported that wear particles after simulator tests in

Fig. 8 Energy filtered TEM micrographs of two wear nanoparticles (from ref. 51).
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serum are primarily 30–50 nm large round chromium oxides
with very few needle-like CoCrMo particles containing more Co
than Cr. The number of these particles decreased with increasing
loading cycles.53 While many of these reports showed an excess
Cr nanoparticles, the underlying mechanism and the release of
cobalt and molybdenum is not yet clear. In addition, it is often
unclear whether the nanoparticles are wear products or due to
some later precipitation process.
It is worth noting that artifacts may be introduced during
particle isolation and characterization. Firkins et al.15 compared
the wear particles obtained using enzymatic digestion and those
generated in water-lubricated testing; it was suggested that metal
particles may be oxidized and clumped due to the strong alkali
used in the enzymatic digestion. Catelas et al.52–54 systematically
investigated the influence of digestion protocols on CoCrMo
MoM wear particles. It was observed that Co ions were dissolved
in to the solution when treated with alkaline, presumably
forming Co(OH)2.54 Enzymatic treatment, on the other hand,
preferentially attacks Cr. The authors found that digestion
serum had the least reaction with wear particles with only a
little Cr ion release after the treatment. Therefore, care needs to
be taken when analyzing the wear particles, as the size, shape
and chemistry can be altered during the wear particle isolation
processes,54 and there is room for the development of improved
analytical treatments.

6. Tribological film
In addition to wear particles, thin layers of films are frequently
generated in vivo on CoCrMo MoM surfaces, which are known
as tribological films or tribofilms. Wimmer et al.55 examined 42
retrieved MoM replacements that failed due to aspetic loosening. More than 80% of the retrievals have tribological films
sticking firmly to the surface, particularly in the rim region;
these hip replacements showed no excessive wear. Knowledge
of the structure and formation of the tribofilm was very limited.
It was assumed that the tribological films are composed of
something similar to denatured protein originated from the
pseudo-synovial fluid according to the initial XPS results.11,55–59
In a recent study, the tribofilms on retrieved hip implant
and CoCrMo alloy after simulator tests in bovine calf serum
were examined using TEM/EELS and Raman spectroscopy.60
The tribofilms were scrapped oﬀ using a micro-probe in a FIB
system to avoid harsh ion beam damage in conventional ion
beam milling. In order to reduce the damage induced by the
electron beam exposure, the electron beam dose use was set to
as low as B58 electrons Å2, and the results were compared to
controls specimens of dried bovine calf serum to rule out
artifacts.60 Fig. 9a shows the EELS spectrum of the tribofilm
from a retrieved MoM hip replacement.60 A strong p* prepeak is
present, which is a fingerprint of graphitic carbon,61,62 indiciating that the triboflim is inorganic graphitic carbon. Using
highly order pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) as a reference, the
fraction of the sp2 bonding was calculated to be B82% based
on the EELS spectra,60 suggesting that most of the materials are
decomposed to sp2 carbon. This is in agreement with the fact
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to disordered sp2-carbon and sp3-bonded carbon, respectively;63
no other peaks are discernible. The graphitic carbon domain size
was calculated based on the peak intensities (I) of G and D
bands:49,64,65
ID
C
¼
IG La

Fig. 9 (a) The EELS spectrum of tribological layer, dried bovine serum and
graphite. The p* peak is present in the tribological layer. (b) HREM and the
corresponding power spectrum show short-range ordered graphitic carbon
layers. (c) Raman spectrum of tribological layer on a retrieved CoCrMo hip
implant. G (red) and D (blue) lines are clearly present (from ref. 60).

that no nitrogen and little oxgen (C/O ratio: 1 : 0.07) are present
in the tribofilm, in contrast to the significant nitrogen and
oxgen peaks in a control sample of dried bovine calf serum.
Fig. 9b60 shows a high-resolution TEM image of the triboflim,
in which short-range ordered fringes are clearly present. The
spacing can be measured from the correspondent power
spectrum in the inset picture to be 3.4 Å, which is the interplanar
spacing of graphite. The tribofilm was further examined using
Raman spectroscopy. Fig. 9c shows the Raman spectrum of the
tribolfilm. Two peaks at 1383 cm1 and 1567 cm1 are correlated

where C is a constant (4.4 nm for a 514.5 nm laser beam). It is
calculated that the domain size of the graphitic carbon is
B4 nm, which agrees with the TEM observation.
The tribofilm should originate from the protein-contained
fluid. It is well established that the protein-contained fluid
provides an excellent lubricant for hip replacement.25,58,66–72 A
fluid thin film can be formed at the counterfaces, as predicted
by the well-known Hamrock–Dowson formula,73 at least partially
separating the metallic surfaces. Mavraki and Cann74,75
measured the thickness of bovine serum under low (30 MPa)
and high (200 MPa) contact pressures, and concluded that the
fluid film was 5–50 nm under high pressure, and 40–50 nm thick
for the low pressure contact. Dowson et al.66 compared the
lubrication eﬀects of 25% and 100% serum, and found that
the latter has remarkably better performance. This should not be
attributed to the viscosity, as CMC and silicone fluid, which have
higher viscosities, are less eﬀective in lubrication.66 Scholes
et al.67,76 also reported lower friction coeﬃcients in proteincontained biological fluid than in synthetic lubricants for MoM
bearings. It is evident that the proteins in the fluid play a critical
role in the lubrication. As mentioned above, this cannot simply
be the proteins themselves, but is a natural consequence of a
well-known solid lubricant, graphitic carbon, at the metal
surface.
It has been shown that the tribofilm is essential in limiting
the wear of MoM bearings.34 In 1966, Duﬀ-Barclay and
Spillman77 observed solid carbonaceous deposit on metallic
surfaces, and considered that they act as a solid lubricant. Yan
et al.48 showed in their tribocorrosion tests of CoCrMo alloy in
50% serum that a tribofilm is form in region 2 (0.0–0.4 V) in
Fig. 10a. In this region, the current declines drastically, and the

Fig. 10 (a) Anodic polarization curve (dark) and corresponding friction coeﬃcient curve (red) for low-carbon CoCrMo. The low friction coeﬃcient in Region 2 is
attributed to the formation of tribofilm. (b) XPS spectrum of the tribofilm consisting of a large number of C 1s bonds (from ref. 48).
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friction coeﬃcient also a minimum.48 Thus the tribofilm may
act beneficially as both the barrier to corrosion and lubricant to
facilitate the sliding. Based on their XPS results,48 see Fig. 10b,
the tribofilm on CoCrMo after tribocorrosion tests in serum
contains more than 50% of C 1s bonds. This is consistent with
the observation of graphitic carbon on retrieved hip replacement. Graphite is a well-known solid lubricant in aqueous
solutions78,79 and has been wildly used for applications such
as automobile engines. The formation of this graphitic layer, as
well as the details of its aﬀects to the wear process, needs to be
further investigated.

7. Possible adverse health eﬀects
CoCrMo metal debris can find its way around the entire body
through the circulatory or lymphatic systems. It has been
extensively reported that the Co ion level in the blood/serum
increases for those patients with metal hip implant. Jacobs
et al.80 examined the Co and Cr concentration in serum and
urine for 14 patients with metal hip replacements. The level of
Cr in serum increased 3 fold after 2 years implantation, and
increased 9 fold after 20 years of implantation; the Cr concentration urine increased 4 fold and 35 fold after 2 years and 20
years, respectively. The elevation of metal ions in serum has
been largely substantiated81 for instance by De Smet et al.82 and
Langton et al.83 in a study of 4226 hip implants. In addition,
metal particles have been observed in the organs distant from
the hip replacement. There are many reports showing that
metal wear debris disseminate to liver, spleen and lymph
nodes. Since Cr doesn’t accumulate in tissues or bones with
age, the Cr metal must originate from the wear and corrosion of
hip implants.84,85
Possible adverse health eﬀects caused by accumulated metal
particles in the periprosthetic tissues include osteolysis,86
inflammation, pain, and pseudotumours.83,87 The pathophysiology of metal debris-induced adverse tissue reactions has not
been completely characterized. There can also be adverse
remote tissue reactions to accumulated metal debris. Case
et al.88 reported that the accumulation of metal particle in
lymph nodes cause structural changes such as necrosis and
slight fibrosis; whereas the liver and spleen, on the other hand,
did not show any sign of necrosis or fibrosis. The adverse
influence by wear debris, such as inflammation, is primarily
the immunological response provoked by the particles rather
than toxic reactions;89 the pathological importance of metallic
wear particles has been observed to be insignificant in some
reports.10,83 However, there are case reports which suggest
neuro- and cardiotoxic from disseminated metal debris.90

8. Summary and perspectives
The clinical outcomes of MoM hip replacements are variable:
some MoM hip replacements have shown excellent
performance for over 20 years, while some MoM devices failed
a few years after implantation due to aspetic loosening or
adverse local tissue reactions. This disparity has multifactorial
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etiologies related to materials, device design, surgical technique, variability in the host response to debris, and activity level
of the patient. All these variables need to be taken into account
when modeling tribological process of hip replacement in vivo.
Since the wear particles ranged from submicron to tens of
nanometers, an improved understanding of the nanotribology
of all metal bearings is imperative as well as that of other
classes of implants.
Even though the CoCrMo alloys used for medical implant
comply with the ASTM standards, the microstructure of the
alloys, particularly the hard phase, can be diﬀerent due to
the sluggish transformation of the CoCrMo system. Varied
constituent carbide phases are formed depending on the heat
treatment history, which influence the mechanical and corrosion
performance. Only the chemical composition and basic
mechanical properties are specified according to the ASTM
standards. This appears to be insuﬃcient; a thorough regulation of the microstructure and heat treatment history is desired
to achieve a better consistency. In addition, a thorough understanding of the phase transformation of CoCrMo alloys is
needed, as has been done for steels and many other alloys
used in manufacturing.
Recent tribocorrosion studies of metal bearing have provided rich insight into the stimulated metal degradation with
simultaneous wear and corrosion reactions. Two competing
processes, i.e. passivation and re-passivation, are present
during sliding. The wear particles are predominantly composed
of Cr-compounds based on the reports from several groups. The
absence of Mo in the wear products suggested that the removal
of constituent Mo elements can be diﬀerent from the Cr/Co
elements. The ion release for CoCrMo alloys is primarily
associated with Co ions. It is assumed that these ions are
Co2+ when correlating the corrosion current to the mass loss
using the Faraday’s law.46 It is essential to identify the chemical
state of the metal ion produced by the electro-chemical
reactions to backup this assumption. More importantly, from
the health perspective, it is imperative to clarify whether or not
the corrosion products contain Cr6+ ions, which are known to
be highly toxic. Going beyond this, the mechanistic details of
the reactions taking place are at a relatively primitive level
compared to what is known for most other types of chemical
reactions.
While the dependence of tribocorrosion on the applied load
has been studied to some extent, the influence of the microstructure, e.g. grain size, second phases and chemical segregation to grain boundaries, on the tribocorrosion process is little
understood. In tribocorrosion studies of CoCrMo hip replacements, the microstructure of the material was not monitored
specifically, yet the microstructure could play a major role in
wear. It is known that grain boundaries are more vulnerable to
chemical attack due to impurities segregation and the large
lattice misfit. Although a slight variation of chemical compositions of the matrix is less significant for galvanic corrosion in a
static system, it can become important in fretting corrosion.
Furthermore, the microstructure and metallurgical process
may induce advanced galvanic corrosion. In a tribocorrosion
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process, it would not be surprising if the mixed hard phases in
as-cast alloys would degrade in a diﬀerent manner from the
carbide in wrought alloys. Similarly, segregation of impurities
at grain boundaries may also aﬀect tribocorrosion. The tribocorrosion behavior of diﬀerent microstructures in the CoCrMo
system needs systematic investigation as there are many open
questions.
It remains mysterious how the protein-contained fluid
degrades to graphitic carbon during sliding, which may act as
solid lubricant as well as protective layer. Wimmer et al.11
calculated the temperature at articulating surface could be as
high as B70 1C at the hard carbon-carbide contact. This
temperature alone does not seem to be responsible for the
formation of graphitic carbon or other materials. We speculate
whether the reaction is catalytic as the transition metals (Co)
are good catalysts for eliminating water or ammonia from
organic materials.91,92 A rich area for future work would be
exploring the details of the reactions; better understanding
these may lead to the next generation of devices. For instance,
if we can control the microstructure/chemistry/corrosion/
friction in a way where we deliberately have a protective
low-friction layer at the surface which does not induce adverse
physiological reactions, this would be a major advance. Nowadays we design almost routinely for high performance materials
and lubricants for automobiles; humans are at least as important.
It is worth remembering that a hip implant is often the diﬀerence
between walking and leading a relatively normal life, and a
wheelchair.
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